


SCHEMA CDS 
Precisely the knowledge 
you need wherever  
you are
Content delivery can mean 
lots of different things. 
Ultimately, though, it is always a matter of ensuring the 
information is in precisely the place where it is needed. 
With SCHEMA Content Delivery Server, this is now a reality.
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What is 
Content Delivery?
Content delivery means 
sharing data, files or general 
content in a targeted manner. 
With SCHEMA Content Delivery Server, you 
can specify which content is shared and 
where, and ensure that people in your com-
pany can find what they are looking for 
more quickly.

DID YOU KNOW? 
Modular information 
in SCHEMA CDS is 
the ideal prerequisite 
for applications in the 
Augmented/Virtual  
Reality sector.

Why  
Content Delivery?
Content delivery saves time.
Intelligent filters ensure you can access precisely the right information 
instead of sifting through all available content. This means context-specific 
assistance is possible, using QR codes for example.
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Access content  
anywhere, any time
Use the Content Delivery Server 
to gather knowledge and 
make it available in the blink 
of an eye.   
Whether using the app or a browser, you can use SCHEMA CDS to make all your 
content available in the ways that work best for your specific requirements.

Enabling you to automate processes that previously would have been un-
imaginable. It is also possible to automatically evaluate and process content.

Process content 
SCHEMA CDS can be  
used to link up your  
systems. 

CONTENT

CONTENT CONTENT
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CONTENT
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As Admin, you can manage SCHEMA CDS via 
the SCHEMA Portal. You can set expiry dates 
for downloaded content, define roles and rights 
for users or analyse user behaviour in analytics 
applications. 

With the optional SCHEMA Reader for Android, 
iOS and Windows Desktop, you can also access 
SCHEMA CDS on the move. Content is down-
loaded and automatically synchronised when 
there is an internet connection available.

SCHEMA Reader  
and SCHEMA Portal
With SCHEMA Portal, you can 
conveniently access content  
in your SCHEMA CDS from 
any browser. 
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Your corporate identity  
in SCHEMA CDS
Let your corporate identity 
shine in SCHEMA Portal  
or SCHEMA Reader. Logos,  
interfaces, images and more 
can be fully personalised.

DID YOU KNOW?  
The homepage of  
SCHEMA Portal or  
Reader is fully  
customisable, so  
your users will find  
it easier to navigate.
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Security is a must
Content is safely encrypted  
during transfer and download.   
An extra layer of security can also be added for SCHEMA Reader 
in the form of a PIN, in order to protect content in the event that 
smartphones or tablets are lost. SCHEMA CDS can be integrated 
into any existing IT environment and is delivered with detailed API 
documentation.

You can, of course, also connect other source 
systems to SCHEMA CDS, but SCHEMA ST4 
has a few special features that other systems 
do not offer. In this way, feedback from 
SCHEMA Reader passes via SCHEMA CDS di-
rectly into the source content in SCHEMA ST4, 
so the technical writers can also access it. 
This allows you to rectify errors or update 
out-of-date content as quickly as possible.

Advantages of   
SCHEMA ST4
SCHEMA CDS can be effortlessly 
connected to the Component 
Content Management System 
SCHEMA ST4. 

DID YOU KNOW? 
If you use SCHEMA ST4  
to publish content on 
SCHEMA CDS, the  
taxonomies used are  
automatically converted 
into filter criteria for the 
content.

CONTENT

FEEDBACK

CONTENT

FEEDBACK
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Website
For more information, downloads, free 
webinars and to find out the USPs of 
the SCHEMA Content Delivery Server, 
please visit our website. 

www.schema.de

Request a demonstration
Want to see SCHEMA CDS in action? 
Simply request a demo from one of 
our sales team! 

www.schema.de/en/demo/

Free webinars
Watch our free webinar to get a basic 
introduction to SCHEMA CDS. We will 
answer any questions you have as 
quickly as possible via the chat function.

www.schema.de/en/webinare/

Blog 
In the SCHEMA blog you will find special-
ist articles on technical documentation 
and writing as well as posts about suc-
cessful projects using SCHEMA CDS. 
 

blog.schema-inc.com
  +49 911 586861-0         info@schema.de         www.schema.de

Get in touch 
to find out more  
about SCHEMA CDS!

Experience content delivery
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COMPLEX DOCUMENTS MADE EASY.


